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Don't fight the system. 
Go in the system and take them down on their own faults.

Alle acties komend uit wraak of ego zullen mislukken. 
Alleen acties vanuit een hart en ziel zullen slagen. 

 
In deze blog geef ik mijn zienswijze van de huidige wereld weer. 

Ik beroep me op het recht die geldt vanuit het Universum, namelijk:  
Het recht van respect naar elke energievorm in het Universum. 

 
In de menselijke wetten is het omschreven in het UVRM als zijnde: 

Artikel 1 
Alle mensen worden vrij en gelijk in waardigheid en rechten geboren.  

Zij zijn begiftigd met verstand en geweten, en behoren 
zich jegens elkander in een geest van broederschap te gedragen.  

 
In de reeds niet meer geldende Nederlandse grondwet staat het beschreven als zijnde: 

Artikel 1 
Allen die zich in Nederland bevinden, worden in gelijke gevallen gelijk behandeld. 

 Discriminatie wegens godsdienst, levensovertuiging, politieke gezindheid, 
ras, geslacht of op welke grond dan ook, is niet toegestaan.
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Read the books
Did Six Million Really Die ?
Richard E. HARWOOD

'Did Six Million Really Die?'
Report of the Evidence in the Canadian
'False News' Trial of Ernst Zündel – 1988

 

RED CROSS EXPOSES “JEWISH” HOLOCAUST HOAX:
INTERNATIONAL RED CROSS (IRC) DOCUMENT CONFIRMS 271
THOUSAND NOT 6 MILLION DIED IN CONCENTRATION CAMPS

TG: “This appeared in Ireland in the Kilkenny Journal and was sent to me by a
friend. Here is the link to the original article which I have pasted in full here
below:”

http://www.kilkennyjournal.ie/index.php/politics/item/1484-
international-red-cross-report-confirms-the-myth-of-the-six-million

http://truedemocracyparty.net/2012/06/red-cross-expose-
jewish-holocaust-hoax/
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OFFICIAL INTERNATIONAL RED CROSS RECORDS RELEASED

Sealed and guarded since the end of WWII at Arolsen, Germany, the Official
IRC records reveal the actual Concentration Camp total death toll was 271,301

For years, people around the world – “the West” in particular – have been told
that “six million Jews were systematically murdered by Germans in
‘Concentration Camps’ during World War 2.”

Thousands of honest people disputing this claim have been viciously smeared
as a hateful anti-Semite. Several countries around the world have jailed and
heavily fined people for disputing the claim that “6 Million” Jews were killed.

Provided here is a scanned image of an Official International Red Cross
document, proving the so-called “Holocaust” [the long-and-often-claimed-6-
million Jews] is just plain wrong. Jews around the world have intentionally
exaggerated and perpetually lied for the purpose of gaining political, emotional
and business advantages for themselves.

They committed willful, criminal FRAUD upon millions of trusting people around
the world!

Please NOTE that the truth has been known since long before 1979!!! The
above compiler, replying to a letter, had to rely on information that was already in
existence!!!

Tax-payers of Germany, Switzerland, Austria, Latvia, Poland and other nations
have had multiple millions of dollars taken from their wages to be paid out to
“holocaust survivors” and their descendants for something that DID NOT
HAPPEN.
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The tax-payers of these United States of America spend Billion$ each year in
direct, indirect and military support of the State of Israel (which is not Biblical
Israel).

This is intentional, criminal fraud on a scale so massive as to be almost
incomprehensible.

Red Cross and East German government figures put the total deaths at every
camp as 272.000, and 282,000 respectively which includes homosexuals,
communists, gypsies, murderers, paedophiles etc. The 6 Million figure is a
Kabbalist number, a magickal figure which featured in news papers in the early
1900’s

Where do the innocent Germans, Americans and others go to get a refund?

I call for criminal prosecution of individuals and groups who filed false lawsuits to
obtain holocaust reparations and financial damage awards and perpetrating
deliberate fraud upon Courts.

I call for the removal of Holocaust references in History books and educational
materials.

I call for the removal of Holocaust Memorials worldwide.

It is long overdue that this intentional fraud be halted and those who perpetrated
it be brought to justice for over 60 years of National Blood Libel against
Germany and other nations through vicious lies and financial fraud.

Two of the most important surveys of the Jewish question in Europe during
World War II are David Irvings examination of the Russian archives after the wall
came down. Irving published his findings in his book, “Hitler’s War” and said not
one word about gas chambers.

When question about this omission he said that there was no reference to gas
chambers in the archives and therefore he did not discuss the question of gas
chambers. Irving was arrested in several countries for hate speech for his
scholarly omission.

The International Red Cross published their analysis in a three volume “Report
of the International Committee of the Red Cross on its Activities during the
Second World War” published in Geneva in 1948. This analysis expanded
findings of two previous publications: “Sur L’activite’ du CICR en faveur des civils
detencus dans les camps de concentration en Allemagne 1939-1945 (Geneva,
1946) and “Inter Arma Caritas: The Work of the ICRF during the Second World
War” (Geneva, 1947).

In 1949 the International Red Cross interviewed prisoners in the German camps.
They were not allowed to interview prisoners in the Russian camps which were
far more harsh.

The German camps held both political prisoners (Schutzhaflinge) and those
convicted of crimes. The Germans allowed the Red Cross to distribute food,
medicine and clothing to the prisoners.

Grateful prisoners sent letters of thanks from Dachau, Buchenwalk,
Sangerhausen, Sachsenhausen, Oranienburg, Flossenburg, Landsberg-am-
Lech, Fibha, Ravensbruck, Hamburg-Neuengamme, Mauthausen,
Theresienstadt, Auschwitz, Bergen-Belsen and others.

“The principal recipients were Belgians, Dutch, French, Greeks, Italians,
Norwegians, Poles and stateless Jews” (Vol. III, p. 83).

Regarding Theresienstadt, the Red Cross said, “”where there were about 40,000
Jews deported from various countries, was a relatively privileged ghetto” (Vol. III,
p. 75).
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“The Committee’s delegates were able to visit the camp at Theresienstadt
(Terezin) which was used exclusively for Jews and was governed by special
conditions … From information gathered by the Commmee, this camp had been
started as an experiment by certain leaders of the Reich … These men wished
to give the Jews the means of setting up a communal life in a town under their
own administration and possessing almost complete autonomy … two delegates
were able to visit the camp on April 6, 1945.

They confirmed the favourable impression gained on the first visit” (Vol. I, p.
642).

The ICRC also had praise for the regime of Ion Antonescu of Fascist Rumania
where the Committee was able to extend special relief to 183,000 Rumanian
Jews until the time of the Soviet occupation.

The aid then ceased and the ICRC complained bitterly that it never succeeded
“in sending anything whatsoever to Russia” (Vol. II, p. 62). The same situation
applied to many of the German camps after their “liberation” by the Russians.

The ICRC received a voluminous flow of mail from Auschwitz until the period of
the Soviet occupation, when many of the internees were evacuated westward.
But the efforts of the Red Cross to send relief to internees remaining at
Auschwitz under Soviet control were futile.

However. food parcels continued to be sent to former Auschwitz inmates
transferred west to such camps as Buchenwald and Oranienburg.

NO MENTION OF GAS CHAMBERS

One of the most important aspects of the Report of the ICRC is that it clarifies
the true cause of those deaths that undoubtedly occurred in the camps towards
the end of the war.

Says the Report: “in the chaotic condition of Germany after the invasion during
the final months of the war, the camps received no food supplies at all and
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starvation claimed an increasing number of victims.

Itself alarmed by this situation, the German Government at last informed the
ICRC on February 1, 1945 … In March 1945, discussions between the President
of the ICRC and General of the S.S. Kaltenbrunner gave even more decisive
results.

Relief could henceforth be distributed by the ICRC and one delegate was
authorised to stay in each camp .I.” (Vol. III, p.83).
Clearly, the German authorities were at pains to relieve the dire situation as far
as they were able.

The Red Cross are quite explicit in stating that food supplies ceased at this time
due to the Allied bombing of German transportation, and in the interests of
interned Jews they had protested on March 15, 1944 against “the barbarous
aerial warfare of the Allies” (Inter Armet Caritns, p. 78). B

By October 2, 1944, the ICRC had warned the German Foreign Office of the
impending collapse of the German transportation system, declaring that
starvation conditions for people throughout Germany were becoming inevitable.

In dealing with this comprehensive, three-volume Report, it is important to stress
that the delegates of the International Red Cross found no evidence whatsoever
of ‘gas chambers’.

The original 1946 edition did not even talk of ‘extermination’ or ‘death camps’ but
after the emotional impact of the Nuremberg trials the Red Cross felt compelled
to introduce into the expanded 1948 Report several, very cursory references to
‘death camps’ (Vol. 1 p. 641) and ‘extermination camps’ (Vol. I p. 645).
However, no means of’extermination’ is indicated.

In all its 1,600 pages the three-volume Report does not even mention such a
thing as a
‘gas chamber’. It acknowledges that Jews, like many other wartime nationalities,
suffered rigours and privations, but’ its complete silence
on the subject of’gassings’ is ample refutation of the ‘Holocaust’ legend.
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NOT ALL WERE INTERNED
Volume III of the Report of the ICRC, Chapter 3 (I. Jewish Civilian Population)
deals with the “aid given to the Jewish section of the free population” and this
chapter makes it quite plain that by no means all of the European Jews were
placed in internment camps but remained, subject to certain restrictions, as part
of the free civilian population.

This conflicts directly with the “thoroughness” of the supposed “extermination
programme”, and with the claim in the forged Hoess memoirs that Eichmann
was obsessed with seizing every single Jew he could lay his hands on,” In
Slovakia, for example, where Eichmann’s assistant Dieter Wisliceny was in
charge, the Report states that “A large proportian of the Jewish minority had
permission to stay in the country, and at certain periods Slovakia was looked
upon as a comparative haven of refuge for Jews, especially for those coming
from Poland.

Those who remained in Slovakia seem to have been in comparative safety until
the end of August 1944, when a rising against the German forces took place.
While it is true that the law of May 15, 1942 had brought about the internment of
several thousand Jews, these people were held in camps where the conditions
of food and lodging were tolerable, and where the internees were allowed to do
paid work on terms almost equal to those of the free labour market” (Vol. I, p.
646).

Not only did large numbers of the three million or so European Jews avoid
internment altogether, but the emigration of Jews continued throughout the war,
generally by way of Hungary, Rumania and Turkey. Ironically, post-war Jewish
emigration from German-occupied territories was also facilitated by the Reich,
as in the case of the Polish Jews who had escaped to France before its
occupation.

“The Jews from Poland who, whilst in France, had obtained entrance permits to
the United States were held to be American citizens by the German occupying
authorities, who further agreed to recognise the validity of about three thousand
passports issued to Jews by the consulates of South American countries” (Vol.
1, p. 645).

As future U.S. citizens, these Jews were held at the Vittel camp in southern
France for American aliens. The emigration of European Jews from Hungary in
particular proceeded during the war unhindered by the German authorities. “Until
March 1944,” says the Red Cross Report, “Jews who had the privilege of visas
for Palestine were free to leave Hungary” (Vol. 1, p. 648). Even after the
replacement of the Horthy Government in 1944 (following its attempted armistice
with the Soviet Union) with a government more dependent on German authority,
the emigration of Jews continued.

The Committee secured the pledges of both Britain and the United States “to
give support by every means to the emigration of Jews from Hungary, ” and from
the U.S. Government the ICRC received a message stating that “The
Government of the United States… now specifically repeats its assurance that
arrangements will be made by it for the care of all Jews who in the present
circumstances are allowed to leave” (Vol. 1, p. 649).

…………
Official International Red Cross Records Released
Sealed And Guarded Since The End Of WWII At Arolsen, Germany,
The Official IRC Records Reveal The Actual Concentration Camp Total Death
Toll Was 271,301

http://monamontgomery.com/products/271304.htm

***
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The Source of the six million figure is a Talmudic (Jewish Talmud) reference to a
future holocaust in which six million Jews die.

The reason why they are claiming six million deaths in Nazi camps, even though
that number vastly exceeds the number of Jews in Europe at the time, is
because this reference in their scripture is something they fear deeply and wish
to prevent at all costs.

The Ashkenazi Jews, which I have experience with honestly believe that
prophecy is real, but can be manipulated.

They believe that prophets see into the future, and see what was believed and
said, and then write that down as much as they reveal the word of GOD.

SO there is a group of Ashkenazi Jews who wish to make the six million figure
HISTORY to prevent it from ever happening in the FUTURE by repeating this
number over and over and over into the social concience, in the hope that
prophets of old will also latch onto this, and report it as a factual event in the
future, which would now be history.

In other words, they believe they can lie themselves a new future. I don’t think so
– I think their hardest days are ahead and one thing is certain, the genie is out of
the bottle and through the word, the real truth of Fukushima may be like silly
putty slowly sinking into the carpet, eventually it will be TOTALLY sunk in the
carpet and nothing will get it out.

THIS could cause the six million Jewish deaths the prophecy speaks of, and No,
I do not believe they can lie their way out of it.

Note to readers from Teena Gee: Does any reader know where or how to get a
copy of this (these) German Red Cross documents? I would like to read the
complete reports and explore the details contained in them. As a matter of
simple mathematics, if there were less than 5,000 Jews in the whole of Europe
at the time, and lets guess that one third relocated, that leaves a remainder of
around 3 million – not 6.

I have a book called “Germany” published by Lonely Planet, ISBN: 1740594711
4th Edition published in MAY 2004 and I quote from page 34 which states:
(bottom paragraph)

” …Another 165 work camps provided labour for big industry including IG
Farbendinustrie AG, producer of the cyanide gas Zyclon B that was used in gas
chambers to murder over three million Jews.”

How exactly did we get from 3 million to 6 million? and how did we get to either
number when the Red Cross official death record states 271,301?
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Zie deze getuigenisverklaring maar eens.

De vrouw die de wereld wakker maakt

Ursula Haverbeck: The Panorama Interview, with English Subtitles

https://youtu.be/WPa_QeV9KDM

of via deze link.
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De leugen van AUSCHWITZ

Zie deze fotos en de hetze en leugens die door de joodse gemeenschap
alsmaar instand wordt gehouden.

Mevr Haverbeck kan je niets anders dan gelijk geven.
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De gehele storie

German Television Exposes Holocaust Lies: Historic Broadcast
Shocks Germany
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In one of the most amazing events to occur in occupied Germany since the
second world war Historian Ursula Haverbeck made history in a defiant interview
in which she openly trashed the very basis of the lie upon which all modern
European social democratic states have been built. The elderly historian,
brought into question the moral integrity of all Western political parties and
academic institutions, exposing the official account of the second world war and
the Holocaust for the lie it was on a television station which is the second largest
in the world after Britain’s BBC. 
Millions of surprised Germans sat on the edges of their sofas and gasped as for
the first time in their lives the truth about the second world war was brought into
their living rooms as the second largest broadcaster in the world took the risk of
being shut down for the illegal offense of transmitting Holocaust denial by the
criminal transnational Jewish financial occupation regime in Bonn.

 

 

ARD (full name: Arbeitsgemeinschaft der öffentlich-rechtlichen
Rundfunkanstalten der Bundesrepublik Deutschland – is a joint organization of
Germany’s regional public-service broadcasters. It was founded in 1950 in West
Germany to represent the common interests of the new, decentralized, post-war
broadcasting services – in particular the introduction of a joint television network.

The ARD is the world’s second largest public broadcaster after the British
Broadcasting Corporation, with a budget of €6.3 billion and 23,000 employees.
The budget comes primarily from the licence fees.
UPDATE: URSULA HAVERBECK HAS NOW BEEN CHARGED WITH
HOLOCAUST DENIAL AND WILL VERY LIKELY FACE A FIVE YEAR PRISON
SENTENCE.
In a surprise night-time raid eighty-six year old German historian Ursula
Haverbeck had her door kicked in and her house stormed by an armed anti-
terrorist Police swat team after her recent Germany-wide television appearance.
The secret police trashed her home throwing it’s entire contents onto the floor in
a search for what are believed to be documents which might incriminate the
official account of the ‘Holocaust.’ Three other historian colleagues of hers have
also had their homes broken into and their books and documents seized by the
security police. She is being charged under draconian anti-Jewish hate speech
and Holocaust denial laws.
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SEEN IN THIS PHOTO: GERMAN ANTI-TERROR POLICE SWAT TEAMS ARE
INSTRUMENTS OF INTIMIDATION OFTEN USED TO TRY TO SILENCE
UNARMED POLITICIANS, ACADEMICS AND INTELLECTUALS. IN A NATION
WHOSE WHOLE EXISTANCE AS A MODERN STATE IS ENTIRELY BASED
ON LIES THERE IS ZERO TOLERANCE FOR POLITICAL DISSENT. 
Ms Haverbeck was ethnically cleansed from her home at the end of the war
along with millions of other Germans and has been victimised ever since by the
Jews who run her country like a psychological gulag through mind-control and
fear.

THE BRAINWASHED YOUTH OF THE MODERN GERMAN REICH.

SOME NOTES ON THE HOLOCAUST LIBEL:
THE BIGGEST SINGLE SOURCE OF HOLOHOAX PROPAGANDA IN
MODERN TIMES IS JEWISH HOLLYWOOD. MOST PEOPLE’S VIEWS OF
THE SECOND WORLD WAR ARE FORMED BY WATCHING THEIR MOVIES
AND THE JEWISH PROPAGANDA DOCUMENTARIES ON JEWISH OWNED
OR RUN CHANNELS SUCH AS THE HISTORY CHANNEL, NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC CHANNEL OR THE BBC.
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Why Were Jews put In Camps In The First Place?

After International Jewry declared war on Germany and initiated international
boycotts of her products and called for sabotage and terrorism by Jews in
Germany against the German State Germany’s leader hesitated to respond.

Finally after one major act of terrorism by Jewish and communist agents known
as Kristallnacht he decided to place all Jews in camps and send them to
Palestine. The agreement between Germany and Theodor Herzl the head of the
Zionist movement for Jews to travel to Palestine was (in order to create the
Holohoax) refused by Lord Victor Rothschild, the British government minister
responsible for Palestine, so that the Jews then became stuck in the camps and
became factory workers during the war. This was the terrorist event which
caused Germany to put the Jews in camps ready for transportation:
https://endzog.wordpress.com/2013/11/10/kristallnacht-history-schock-
kristallnacht-was-instigated-by-jews-to-discredit-germany/
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What was the New World Order pledged to the Jews?
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The British government as with the US government had fallen under the sway of
the vast power of International Jewish Finance. In other words men like Churchill
and Roosevelt (both who were Zionists with Jewish heritage) agreed in effect
that the world would now be run economically and socially in the interests of
Jewish finance. This was the beginning in the West of what is now increasingly
known as ‘white genocide,’ a process which had gone on in Jewish Bolshevik
Russia through mass murder and created famines which by the end of Jewish
Bolshevik communism in the Soviet sphere had killed 100 million white Christian
Russians and Slavs. However, in the case of the West today it takes the form of
deliberate extermination of the white race using mass third world immigration
into white nations and white nations alone to remove and ethnically replace the
one people whose intelligence and power stands in the way of world Jewish
conquest; the Jew World Order and one world government demanded in Torah
and Talmud.
The Jewish Frankfurt school (who created cultural Marxism or political
correctness) devised a means called feminism to reduce birth rates in the West,
this anti-baby, anti-family policy was implemented through Jewish, usually
Marxist, activism, education, media, entertainment and social policy and is now
the single biggest excuse for ZOG (Zionist Occupation Government) across the
Western world to excuse mass third world immigration. Interestingly but not
surprisingly feminism is aimed only at white people which is why feminists have
never complained about women’s rights in Islam and the Jewsmedia only
criticizes large white families while doing all to aid and support large non-white
families.
For this plan to succeed it was essential that all major Western nations who
were pursuing a policy of financial independence from the Jews must be
destroyed in order to merge them into the transnational Jewish Banking System.
International Jewish agents began a process that would turn Germany’s
demands for the territories stolen from her after the first world war into a world
war which would ensure once and for all Jewish world financial control. This plan
was outlined in a Jewish book which called for all Germans to be sterilised in
order to exterminate them:
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What is a Plutocracy?
A Plutocracy is either an individual Plutocratic state (as all Western nations are
today) or a one world Plutocratic government (which these states are being
moved towards) where the people are ruled by an elite or ruling class whose
power derives from their wealth.
Once the war started it became impossible to do anything but use the Jews as
factory workers in the huge industrial and manufacturing plants surrounding
Auschwitz-Birkenau in Poland. The Germans did their best to keep the inmates
healthy and busy at work but towards the end of the war the allies deliberately
bombed the routes to the camps so that little food or medicine could reach them.
In those very wet and marshy areas of Poland ticks spread the disease of typhus
to the inmates so that when the allies arrived at the camps, with Hollywood film
crews on standby with cinematic special effects like supposedly human
lampshades, south American shrunken heads and supposed human soap, huge
piles of the bodies of inmates including Jews were piled up away from the
housing of the healthy prisoners. And so the planned Holohoax was all set up.
BUT HOW DO THE JEWS PRESENT AUSCHWITZ TO THE WORLD?
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WHO IS REALLY BEING GENOCIDED HERE? A QUICK GUIDE TO WHAT
AUSCHWITZ WAS REALLY ABOUT:
It is said that 1950s British entrepreneur Billy Butlin based his holiday camps on
the German concentration camps at the beginning of the second world war.
Not being ashamed to make a buck out of a good idea South African born
entrepreneur Billy Butlin became a multi-millionaire at the end of the second
world war by creating mass populace holiday concentration camps, no doubt far
more luxurious but still loosely based on the idea of the original German camps
at the beginning of the war. An irony lost on the public who were told that those
camps were a hell of Hollywood horror:
NOT QUITE ‘ERLAUB MACH FREI’ (HOLIDAYS MAKE YOU FREE) BUT
SUCH A SIGN WOULD HAVE LOOKED IN PLACE.
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NEVER SEEN BY VISITORS: AN ARCHITECTURALLY FUTURISTIC DINING
HALL COME THEATRE AT AUSCHWITZ WITH STAGE AT THE END WHERE
MUSICIANS PLAYED WHILE PEOPLE ATE. THE STYLISH RESTURANT-
STYLE CEILING LIGHTING A LONG WAY FROM THE DIM SPIDER
COBWEBBED-LIGHTBULBS THAT WOULD HANG DOWN FROM A RUSTY
SHED CEILING IN A STEVEN SPIELBERG LIEOPIC:

NOT QUITE AUSCHWITZ BUT THE STATIONMASTER’S GUARD TOWER
NEVERTHELESS OVERLOOKS THE RAILWAY LINE INTO THIS BUTLIN’S
CAMP:
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INMATES GREENHOUSES AT AUCHWITZ. TO PROVIDE BOTH TIME OFF IN
THE EVENINGS AFTER WORK AND THE OPPORTUNITY TO DO SOME
GARDENING AND GROW FOOD FOR THE CAMP DETAINEES WERE
PROVIDED WITH GREENHOUSES. HERE A JEW WHO WOULD BE
PICTURED BEING TORTURED BY SS GUARDS IN A HOLOHOAX MOVIE
TENDS TO HIS POTS:

A camp cinema – where every week different, mainly cultural and non-political
films were shown.

AUSCHWITZ LADIES BAND PLAYS AT THE CAMP CINEMA:
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1943. AUSCHWITZ THEATRE PRODUCTIONS PRESENT:

JEWISH FESTIVAL OF HANUKKA CELEBRATION AT WESTERBORK CAMP:
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STRIPPED OF IT’S BEDDING AND FIXTURES AT THE END OF THE WAR BY
ALLIED TROOPS A WARD AT AUSCHWITZ HOSPITAL. GERMANS SAY THAT
DURING THE CHAOS OF THE WAR WHILE THEY OFTEN WENT WITHOUT
FOOD FOR A WEEK AT A TIME BEYOND THE GATES, THE INMATES OF
AUSCHWITZ WERE FED AND HAD BETTER MEDICAL CARE THAN THEM.

STATE OF THE ART FACILITY: THE DENTISTRY DEPARTMENT OF
AUSCHWITZ HOSPITAL. CARING FOR INMATES:
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GERMAN NURSES CARE FOR JEWISH BABIES IN THE MATERNITY WARD:

THE AUSCHWITZ-BIRKENAU AND OTHER CAMPS LIES DEBUNKED. A
DETAILED FORENSIC EXAMINATION OF THE CAMPS:
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LASTLY THE SHOCKING VIDEO THAT SHOWS THAT THE ‘REINARD
EXTERMINATION CAMPS’ OF SOBIBOR, TREBLINKA AND BELZEC DO NOT
EVEN EXIST!

 

 

What are ‘Holocaust Survivors’ and why do they frequently appear on television,
lectures and YouTube videos lying about the camps and defaming the German
people?

After the war the German government was forced to begin a process of paying
out tens of billions of dollars to ‘Holocaust Survivors’ as reparations. A Holocaust
survivor is any Jew who can prove they were resident in Europe (even in
countries outside the Reich like Britain) during the war. No one really knows how
the money is distributed because it is administered offshore by Israel but one
can see in every interview with a Holocaust Survivor’ just how wealthy and
luxurious the circumstances are in which they live.
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There is a huge and lucrative ‘survivor’ sector for any Jew willing to lie before
the camera for large fees and a considerable number of Jews make vast sums
of money by travelling around schools, writing books, giving TV interviews etc, to
lie about ‘how evil’ the Germans were. In fact the whole concept of the
psychopathic, murderous Nazi is entirely the creation of the Jews who ran the
wartime propaganda, newspapers, movies and newsreels and have controlled
the media, education, Hollywood and most recently the computer gaming
industry since after the war.
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Much of the money for reparations or ‘Jewish security’ is in fact spent on
keeping the story going by for example multiple daily robo-uploads of videos to
YouTube from computer-generated channels, or endless sponsored expensive
Holocaust events or to fund gangs of violent Jewish and Marxist antifa street
thugs across Europe and the United States with names like Hope Not Hate or
Unite Against Fascism, all of whom are never under any circumstances paid by
for by the Jews themselves but by white people’s taxes through governments
and area councils. Added to this countless millions are paid by every Western
government to the Jews for all sorts of reasons, tens of millions to keep up the
camps, build vast lavish Holocaust Museums, many of whose exhibits are either
from the Jewish run Gulags of Bolshevist Russia or just antiques from the
Jewish run antique trade or clear photographic fakes. In short the Holohoax is
one of the largest and most profitable scams run by Israel-based transnational
Jewish organized crime, along with pornography and the international sex slave
trade.
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HOW JEWS FAKE PHOTOS OF THEIR OWN JEWISH BOLSHEVIK CAMPS IN
RUSSIA OR OTHER OLD PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIAL TO CREATE FAKE
HOLOCAUST IMAGES:
http://nodisinfo.com/zionists-holocaust-cremation-deaths-ohio
-train-wreck-images/

As an example of this extravagance British Prime Minister David Cameron who
is a direct descendent of Moses, even as he cut services to the poor and for
mobility for disabled children before the 2015 British general election, granted 21
million pounds (fifty million dollars) for the protection of Jewish schools and
synagogues, even though they are under no greater threat than churches or
non-Jewish schools.
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Above photo: As with many of the hoaxes the original images are drawn from
the Soviet archives of Jewish Bolshevik terror and detail the murder of tens of
millions of white Christian Russians and Slavs in the Soviet sphere. The woman
is being hung in the above photo by the Jewish Cheka in Russia. It is estimated
that by the fall of of Jewish Bolshevism 100 million white people had been killed.
What is the truth about ‘The Final Solution’ libel?
What did Himmler refer to in his Posnan speech if not a policy of killing the
Jews?
The quote from the October 4,1943, Himmler Posnan speech usually cited as
evidence that the Nazis were attempting to exterminate the Jews. After a brief
introduction the world’s leading expert on Adolf Hitler and the Third Reich
explains on her radio show below:

But what of Anne Frank:
Seven years after ‘Anne Frank, the diary of a young girl’ is a forgery compiled by
Anne Frank’s father after WW II ended. In 1959 a Swedish journal called ‘Frida
Ord’ revealed that Anne Frank’s father contacted a Jewish novelist named
Meyer Levin to craft much of the dialogue found in this supposed diary. French
professor Robert Faurisson also invested a great deal of time investing this
matter, only to find that a teenage girl could not have created such a remarkable
literary masterpiece.
Most glaring of all is the fact that segments of this “diary” were written in
ballpoint pen – not to mention the use of two completely different styles of
handwriting – one of Levin, and the other of Anne Frank’s father. Worse,
ballpoint pens although invented in 1931 were not available on the market until
after WW II ended, thus making it impossible for Anne Frank to have written her
original draft using such an implement.
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Even Jews were suspicious of the diary’s legitimacy because, being raised in the
Jewish faith Miss Frank’s supposed memoirs fail to mention Passover, special
holidays, and most other Jewish religious issues. It appeared this “Jewish” girl
had little or no concern about anything Jewish at all.” Anne died of typhus during
the war and not gassing as the Jews claim.
This is the full exposure of the fraud:
http://nationalvanguard.org/2015/01/anne-frank-hoax-exposed/

Who are the ‘Evil Angels’ of Auschwitz?
The Polish communists had long been worried by the beautiful theatre that the
Germans had built for the Jews. For a long time they just kept it closed to the
public but nevertheless it was an inconvenience to their narrative of the history
of the camp. When Zionist-infiltrated Rome elected a Polish Marxist and part-
Jewish pope they arranged with him to dispatch a group of Vatican II Sect nuns
to take over the building portraying this as a ghoulish way of Christianising the
Holohoax. These nuns will not allow anyone to enter the building to capture
images of the theatre. Even many Jews themselves, familiar as they were with
the dark side, sensed the Satanic in these voyeuristic shroud-chasers and
objected to their presence. Before he passed away the Polish Pope had turned
all the Polish camps into shrines to the lies of the Holohoax.
The evil lying Marxist anti-white, anti-German nuns have blasphemously turned
Auschwitz into a major place of Catholic pilgrimage like the genuine shrines of
Lourdes and Fatima, and perform such fraudulent acts as burning candles on
the ovens in the crematorium where people who died of natural causes or
disease were cremated and gathering Christian visitors to say rosaries with them
to pray for the ‘victims.’
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BUCHENWALD AND THE CREATION OF THE HOLOHOAX MYTH:
(The film starts after a written introduction)
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https://endzog.wordpress.com/2015/05/29/german-television-
exposes-holohoax-lies-historic-broadcast-shocks-germany/

With a special thanks to Endzog

 

How the “Holocaust” was faked

The alleged “Holocaust” of “6 million Jews” at the hands of Adolf Hitler and
National Socialist Germany during WWII is the biggest lie ever foisted upon
humanity. The very idea that the Germans organized and executed a complex
conspiracy involving “homicidal gas chambers” and other barbaric, sadistic
forms of mass murder designed to exterminate European Jewry during WWII is
laughable on its face when you stop and objectively think about it.
National Socialist Germany and her allies were fighting a multi-front war against
some of the most powerful nations in the world at the time, including the United
States, the British Empire, (their creator), and the Soviet Union. The idea that
they would divert their precious and extremely scarce resources and manpower
towards implementing a systematic campaign of mass murder specifically
designed to annihilate European Jewry is absurd.
There was no German conspiracy to systematically genocide and destroy
European Jewry during WWII. There were no “homicidal gas chambers” utilized
to murder Jews and other “undesirables”. The system of concentration camps
throughout much of Europe developed and administered by the Germans and
their allies during WWII was simply a network of labor, transit, industrial and
detention facilities – not “death camps”. Jews, political prisoners and Communist
subversives (many of whom were in fact Jewish), homosexuals and many others
were detained and either put to work or imprisoned in German-administered
concentration camps and industrial facilities throughout Europe.
These forced laborers and prisoners were well-cared for, at least until the end of
the war when Germany’s supply lines broke down and chaos ensued as a result
of the Soviet and Anglo-American invasion of German territory. They were well-
fed, well-provided for, and given medical treatment and entertainment. They
were allowed to attend concerts, organize plays, make music and play sports. If
the Germans were hell bent on murdering these people, why would they provide
medical care for them and allow them to entertain themselves?
The entire WWII narrative, especially the fake “Holocaust” story, is basically the
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exact opposite from what we’ve been told and taught.
The Jewish Bolshevik terrorists who overthrew the Russian monarchy during
WWI and their allies – the USA and the UK, primarily – committed the real
atrocities and genocides against the German people and their sympathizers
during and after WWII. The British and Americans engaged in a systematic fire-
bombing campaign specifically targeting German industrial and urban areas for
destruction. Major cities all throughout Germany were fire-bombed on a regular
basis, resulting in the horrific death for millions of innocent German civilians –
men, women and children.
The Allies sunk German civilian ships escaping the rampaging Soviet Red Army
towards the end of the war, ending the lives of countless innocent civilians
including, ironically enough, many Eastern European Jews fleeing from the
advancing Red Army. The barbaric, out-of-control Red Army was encouraged to
rape, pillage, torture and murder Germans as they advanced into German
territory, and they did. Hundreds of thousands of German POWs and civilians
were starved and murdered after the war, often suffering gruesome deaths from
exposure, thirst and torture at the hands of the victorious and ruthless Allies. The
National Socialist political, cultural and educational establishment was
systematically dismantled and destroyed, with many top officials and leaders
murdered, tortured, robbed, imprisoned and otherwise mistreated.
Jewish propagandists have entirely reversed the reality of the situation using
their control of the media, and have blamed the Germans for starting the war
and committing all the alleged atrocities, when in reality the Germans and their
allies were the most disciplined, honorable and righteous forces fighting in that
fratricidal Jewish-instigated war. The German people and their allies were the
ones who experienced a genuine holocaust – a real genocide – during WWII,
not the Jewish population of Europe.
The simple fact of the matter is that the “Holocaust” narrative – 6 million Jews
persecuted, abused, and systematically exterminated by “those evil Nazis”
during WWII – endlessly promoted and perpetuated by the Jewish-owned mass
media, Hollywood and “entertainment” complex, and educational and political
establishment is 100% bogus in virtually all respects. The Germans simply
wanted the Jews out of Germany, clearly and correctly recognizing them as an
alien, hostile and treacherous force working to subvert, pollute and destroy the
German nation and Western civilization.
Jews were encouraged to leave Germany, and many did. Others were
imprisoned or detained in the various labor and concentration camps established
and administered by National Socialist Germany, and were well provided for.
They were certainly not killed using “homicidal gas chambers” and other sadistic
forms of murder in a systematic campaign to eliminate European Jewry.
But how exactly was such a monstrous hoax manufactured and presented to the
public as if it actually happened? What follows is a brief overview identifying the
primary means in which the alleged Jewish “Holocaust” during WWII was faked
and sold to the public as if it were a genuine aspect of our collective history in
order to advance certain geopolitical, cultural and economic agendas.
The role of Allied propaganda before, during and after WWII
The fake Jewish “Holocaust” narrative is really just an extension of an on-going
anti-German propaganda campaign going back to WWI. During WWI, Western
(often Jewish) propagandists targeted Germany and her armed forces with
ridiculous “atrocity propaganda”, alleging in their newspapers and other media
outlets that the Germans were engaging in barbaric, ruthless behavior, including
raping and murdering innocent civilians.
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Typical anti-German propaganda: the Germans were the most honorable and
righteous fighting force during WWI and WWII.
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This propaganda would be true if it depicted a Soviet Bolshevik Jew Commissar
rather than a German.

The fabricated idea that “millions of Jews” in Europe were being exterminated by
the Germans and other “fascists” was regularly promoted by Jewish
propagandists and their allies in the West beginning in 1915 during WWI. This
slanderous, entirely false accusation had been and continues to be endlessly
promoted to the often gullible and susceptible Western public, resulting in
extremely negative anti-German sentiment, not to mention the widespread belief
that the Germans did in fact commit these outrageous (although quite ridiculous)
atrocities. The following video demonstrates this point perfectly:
https://youtu.be/Dda-0Q_XUhk

The role of the Nuremberg show trials
Following Germany’s defeat in WWII, the Allied countries organized a series of
military tribunals often referred to simply as the Nuremberg Trials. The trials
consisted of the International Military Tribunal and the Nuremberg Military
Tribunal. The Nuremberg Trials were a total sham – “show trials” if there ever
were any.
The trials were essentially organized to not only demonize, vilify and falsely
blame the Germans for initiating the war and committing all of the “atrocities”
and “war crimes”, but also to whitewash and cover up the very real crimes
committed by the Allies in addition to officially institutionalizing the fake Jewish
“Holocaust” narrative.
Fabricated evidence and false testimony was introduced by the Allies, and many
of the German defendants were physically and psychologically tortured or
otherwise coerced into making false confessions during the trials.
The role of fabricated, altered or otherwise misrepresented imagery associated
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with the “Holocaust” and alleged “Nazi death camps”
Virtually all of the iconic imagery associated with the alleged Jewish “Holocaust”
turns out to be either entirely fabricated, altered or extremely misrepresented
and taken out of context.
The imagery associated with the “Holocaust” – photographs of piles of dead
bodies, emaciated prisoners, Jews being “rounded up”, train cars filled with dead
people, etc. – has been used to psychologically traumatize the masses,
rendering them vulnerable to manipulation and facilitating the fake narrative of “6
million Jews murdered by the Nazis” to be literally implanted in their minds.
A prime example is this iconic photograph, which a simple Google search for
“Buchenwald concentration camp” turned up:

Or this one:
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Images like this showing piles of dead, emaciated bodies have been shown to
unsuspecting audiences, inducing psychological trauma and fear in their minds,
in order to sell the idea that the Germans systematically murdered millions of
people (especially Jews) in “death camps”. The fact of the matter is that when
the war was ending, the German-administered labor and industrial camps were
not supplied and many people did in fact perish in horrible conditions. But that
does not prove that the Germans were systematically murdering people in these
camps. It simply demonstrates how deceitful, brazen and ruthless the Western
and Soviet propagandists were in their efforts to demonize and slander the
Germans.
Also, some of the iconic imagery associated with the Jewish “Holocaust” turns
out to be photographs of dead German civilians murdered in Allied fire-bombing
campaigns, which were presented to the masses as “proof” of German
atrocities. Again, the shameless, deceitful behavior of the Western Allies and
their Soviet Communist partners knows no bounds.
The iconic “Holocaust” imagery shown repeatedly to mass audiences is never
put into context. The images are simply shown, and we are expected to believe
that the “Holocaust” was a real event.
The aforementioned Dave Mansfield of MindWideOpen.net produced the
following short video highlighting some of the more brazenly fabricated
photographs that have been used to demonize the Germans and support the
fake Jewish “Holocaust” narrative:
The vast majority of people have never objectively investigated the claims being
made about the alleged “Holocaust” simply because of the psychological trauma
and fear induced by the imagery (and “Holocaust survivor” and other “eye
witness testimony”, which is also extremely traumatic and psychologically and
emotionally exploitative).
The role of “Holocaust survivors” and other “eye witnesses” of “Nazi atrocities”
In addition to the iconic imagery associated with the fake Jewish “Holocaust”,
which as we’ve seen has been either taken out of context or entirely fabricated,
the testimony of alleged “Holocaust survivors” and other “eye witnesses” of “Nazi
atrocities” has been used to effectively psychologically and emotionally exploit
the masses in order to instill in their minds the entirely fabricated and deceitfully
manufactured narrative of “6 million Jews murdered at the hands of the National
Socialists” during WWII.
The courageous historical revisionist and film producer Eric Hunt has done a
masterful job not only debunking the claims about the fake Jewish “Holocaust”,
but also demonstrating how entirely ridiculous and absurd the “testimony”
alleged “Holocaust survivors” have given truly is.
In virtually all cases, the alleged “Holocaust survivors” are either entirely
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fabricating or outrageously embellishing their experience during WWII or they
are providing testimony that actually discredits and disproves certain aspects of
the official “Holocaust” narrative (particularly as it relates to the alleged
“extermination camps” in the East often referred to as the “Aktion Reinhard
death camps” or “death factories”). I recently interviewed Eric Hunt on The
Realist Report, which you can download here. Be sure to take the time and
watch The Last Days of the Big Lie and The Jewish Gas Chamber Hoax, both of
which were produced by Eric.
The role of Jewish Hollywood and the organized international Jewish community
Since WWII, an entire industry relating to the fake “Holocaust” has arisen in the
West. Disgusted by the outrageously brazen corruption emanating from the
deceitful, exploitative leaders and representatives of “Holocaust survivors”,
Jewish academic Norman Finkelstein wrote a book discussing and exposing
what he calls The Holocaust Industry. Organized Jewish interests and their
lobbies have successfully created an extremely lucrative financial and sympathy
racket based on their false, entirely fabricated narrative of “6 million Jews
murdered by the Nazis” during WWII.
“At the end of the twentieth century, the ‘Holocaust’ is being bought and sold,”
wrote Tim Cole, a Professor of History specializing in the “Holocaust” at Bristol
University, in his book Selling the Holocaust: From Auschwitz to Schindler, How
History is Bought, Packaged and Sold. “In short, ‘Shoah [Hebrew word for
Holocaust] business’ is big business.” (See here and here for more.)
The “Holocaust” is indeed an industry at this point – a commodity endlessly
pushed and promoted by academia, politicians, government officials,
international political organizations such as the UN, media moguls, Hollywood
producers, organized Jewish groups, the Jewish state of “Israel” and others
connected to the “Holocaust” racket.
Hollywood and the “entertainment” complex in the West – which is virtually
entirely owned and dominated by Jews with deep ties to the Jewish state of
“Israel” and the “Holocaust” industry – have produced countless propaganda
films masquerading as objective depictions of experiences of European Jews
during WWII. These films and documentaries have served to perpetuate,
reinforce and even expand upon the false, entirely fabricated narrative of “6
million Jews systematically genocided by the Nazis” which has been
manufactured and sold to the public during and after WWII.
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There are countless “Holocaust” museums and memorials all across the globe,
many of which receive official state funding and endorsement, including the U.S.
Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington, DC. Not a day goes by without a
mention of the fake “Holocaust” story in the mass media, entertainment complex,
or political establishment. This false narrative is constantly being reinforced and
perpetuated to the public on a daily basis, often in the most crass, deceptive,
and emotionally exploitative ways imaginable.
The fake “Holocaust” narrative has advanced a number of important geopolitical,
cultural and economic agendas primarily benefitting international Jewry and the
illegitimate Jewish state of “Israel”, including:

Elevating the alleged “suffering and persecution” of the Jewish people during
WWII specifically, and all throughout history generally, over all others;
Covering up the crimes committed by Jewish terrorists, Communists and
propagandists prior to, during and after WWII by projecting those crimes (and
even fabricating new ones) on to the German armed forces and their allies;
Creating an extremely lucrative financial and sympathy racket, netting the
Jewish state of “Israel” and the organized international Jewish community
billions of dollars annually;
Serving as a basis for the creation of the Jewish state of “Israel”, while excusing
and justifying the genocidal, illegal policies she has pursued since her founding;
and demonizing the one man – Adolf Hitler – and his political movement who
stood up for their country and race against the Talmudic forces of
internationalism and globalism seeking the subjugation and ultimate destruction
of the White race and all genuine nationalities, ethnicities and cultures.

That is how the “Holocaust” was faked, and what agenda this fabricated,
insidious and deceitfully manufactured narrative has and continues to advance
on a daily basis.

Writing in Mein Kampf, Adolf Hitler described the Jews as having an “unqualified
capacity for falsehood,” and would go on to explain the concept of the Big Lie
technique of psychological warfare and propaganda, which organized Jewry has
used masterfully throughout history and to this very day, especially concerning
the alleged “Holocaust” narrative, in order to falsify history and psychologically
exploit mass audiences:

[...] in the big lie there is always a certain force of credibility; because the broad
masses of a nation are always more easily corrupted in the deeper strata of their
emotional naturethan consciously or voluntarily; and thus in the primitive
simplicity of their minds they more readily fall victims to the big lie than the small
lie, since they themselves often tell small lies in little matters but would be
ashamed to resort to large-scale falsehoods. It would never come into their
heads to fabricate colossal untruths, and they would not believe that others
could have the impudence to distort the truth so infamously. Even though the
facts which prove this to be so may be brought clearly to their minds, they will
still doubt and waver and will continue to think that there may be some other
explanation. For the grossly impudent lie always leaves traces behind it, even
after it has been nailed down, a fact which is known to all expert liars in this
world and to all who conspire together in the art of lying. These people know
only too well how to use falsehood for the basest purposes.

Keep these profound insights in mind the next time you are exposed to the
endless barrage of “Holocaust” propaganda emanating from Jewish Hollywood,
the mass media and the educational and political establishment in America and
around the world.

_________________________________________________
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